- No:mad BETA Dear friend,
You’ve became an integral part of the unique experiment of the No:mad Group. The goal is to mobilize people
from different countries around the world to share and create content of the special flash memory to prove the
cooperational spirit of all good people. It also means that there is someone in the world who trusts you and
sends you this letter with belief that you will add the fuel to the whole package to continue on its journey around
the world and send it to next person in our human chain. Once again, when you are reading this, you are joining
an exclusive group of people in whose hand lays the fate of this experiment. We beg you to follow the attached
instructions and wish you all the best in your life! We count on you! Thank you!

What to do next?
1. Open our flash memory and explore it!
a. You are not allowed to delete anything.

2. Upload something to our flash memory!
a. It could be some message, text, your favourite music, video clip, picture, etc. At the end of the
journey we will publish all the files on our website.
b. The size of your file should not exceed 50 Mb.

3. Choose person who will be the next recipient of this package!
a. Look at the attached map and choose the best route for our package to get around the world, it
must be WEST direction.
b. It must be person that you trust enough that he or she will also send the package.
c. It would be great if you send the package to foreign country. If you do not know anybody in
foreign country, send it within your country, but WEST direction.
d. If this package already managed to get around the world (you can see it from map – probably it is
again in Europe), you have to send it back to us. The address is:
Name: Michal Prokopec
Street: Pionyru
House No.: 1074
Town: Zamberk
Postal code: 564 01
Country: Czech republic (Europe)

4. Put all the things to an envelope and send it to the next recipient!
a.
b.
c.
d.

You must put inside all things that you received in previous envelope.
Especially don´t forget to get there this paper with instructions.
We also ask you to cut out postage stamps from previous envelope and put it inside new one.
You can add also something just for fun and pleasure of other recipients (postcard, coin, short
message, etc.).

5. Go to our special website and write there your name, date and your position.
a. The address is www.flashsurfing.tichopopesine.cz
b. You have to fill out NAME and MESSAGE (name, date and place) in the shoutbox belonging to
NO:MAD BETA

6. Look at the map and draw the line from your position to the position of the next
receiver! You should also fill our list of participants!
7. If you have any questions send us an email (nomad@tichopopesine.cz)!

List of participants
Name

Place

Short message

